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In this Issue 

In the early days, computer output came from a line printer on oversize 
fanfold computer paper. Today there are alternatives, but if you look at any 
large computer you’ll probably still find a line printer attached, spitting out 
the same fanfold computer paper at a rate that causes concern about the 
adequacy of our tree farms. Of the several kinds of line printers available, 
those that offer the most flexibility and generally better and more consistent 
print quality are the dot matrix impact line printers. Characters are printed 
as dot patterns, each dot produced by striking the paper through an inked 
ribbon with a hammer or a printwire. These printers have been available 

lvlL1 I II IL D,,vds up to 600 132-character lines per minute. Starting on page 4, most of the articles 
in this issue deal with the design of a new family of dot matrix impact line printers that extends 
this performance to 900 lines per minute with greatly improved reliability and lower cost. The 
family consists of a low-cost 300-line-per-minute model and two heavy-duty models that print at 
600 and 900 lines per minute, respectively. The key element in the performance of these printers 
is a new printbar, shown in action on the cover and described in the article on page 6. This 
printbar has one hammer for each character position (each four positions in the low-cost model). 
When a hammer strikes the paper it makes one dot. To enable each hammer to print entire 
characters, the printbar is imbedded in a resonant mechanical system and oscillates rapidly from 
side to side. It‘s not hard to imagine the engineering challenges her-a new printbar with precise 
characteristics, (page 6), highly predictable resonant mechanical systems (pages 9 and 13), and 
high-speed electronics to fire the hammers at precisely the right times as the printbar reciprocates 
rapidly back and forth in front of the paper (page 18). Print quality is excellent; graphics and bar 
codes hardly look as if they’re composed of dots at all (see page 20). Another advanced feature 
is described in the article on page 23. It’s a new command language that will permit not only 
these new line printers but all new HP printers to speak the same language. 

In today’s international marketplace, software localization is an important concern (see our 
September 1984 issue). The problem is to make computer applications software such as a word 
processing program easily translatable into languages other than the language in which it was 
written. This has to be addressed in the design of the software packages, but as the article on 
page 27 explains, it’s much easier on the application designer if the system softwar-the operating 
system and utilities-provides features for this purpose. On the HP 3000, HP 1000, and HP 150 
Computers, these features are now standard and are called Native Language Support. Fourteen 
languages are supported, including Japanese Katakana. 

-R. P. Dolan 

What’s Ahead 
Four articles in the July issue will be devoted to the design stories of the HP 4951A and HP 

4953A Protocol Analyzers. Protocol analyzers are used for checking the data transmitted between 
elements of a computer network. These two are suitable for field service and computer center 
applications. A fifth article will describe PC-1 0, the process control system module of HP’s Semicon- 
ductor Productivity Network. 
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A New Family of Dot Matrix Line Printers 
These impact printers are designed for EDP and 
manufacturing applications. Speeds available are 300,600, 
and 9QQ lines per minute. 

by Bryce E. Jeppsen 

EWLETT-PACKARD’S NEW FAMILY of dot matrix 
impact line printers not only offers several signifi- H cant advantages over similar products currently 

available, but also makes substantial contributions to HP’s 
total system offering. These printers, called the HP 2563A, 
HP 2565A, and HP 2566A, Fig. 1, operate at print speeds 
of 300, 600, and 900 lines per minute (lpm), respectively. 
They are targeted for electronic data processing and distrib- 
uted manufacturing applications. 

Four key objectives of the development program were to 
minimize customer costs, significantly improve operating 
reliability, extend the performance of dot matrix line 
printer technology, and standardize the system and human 
interfaces among members of the family. 

Minimizing cost was particularly important for the HP 
2563A Printer because of the extreme competitiveness in 
the low-cost end of the market. Regular project reviews 
were facilitated by modeling the product costs, employing 
the same process used in production to track the cost of 
manufactured products. Constant attention by engineers 
helped minimize parts count and assembly time. Custom 

VLSI technology, simplified mechanism design, and ad- 
vanced comprehensive packaging design made a substan- 
tial difference. Even after the printers were released for 
volume production, cost reduction efforts continued as 
new ideas were generated. 

Perhaps the most difficult objective to grasp and imple- 
ment was increased reliability. The HP 2608A/S Line 
Printer, which was to be replaced, had established a well- 
deserved reputation as the most reliable printer in its class. 
The objective for the new printers was to improve its failure 
rate by a factor of four! The road to meeting this objective 
included very careful design, thorough testing, and hard 
work. Exhaustive design reviews, the use of HP preferred 
parts, and over six months of strife testing in addition to 
environmental, regulatory, life, and system conformance 
testing characterized the effort (see box, page 5). The HP 
2563A, after less than two years of production, has achieved 
its goal. We expect the data will show a similar accomplish- 
ment for the newer HP 2565/6A as these products mature. 

Perhaps the most noticeable achievement of these new 
line printers is the performance standard they set. Many 
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Fig. 1. The HP 2563A (fore- 
ground), HP 2565A, and HP 
2566A Line Printers are dot matrix 
impact printers that operate at 
speeds of 300,600, and 900 lines 
per minute, respectively. High re- 
liability and print quality and low 
cost of ownership were primary 
design objectives. 
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Throughout the design and development phases of the HP 
256X Line Printers, reliability was a key focus. A commitment 
was made by the project teams to design in reliability and to 
follow through with equal emphasis on reliability in the manufac- 
turing process. Among the special efforts directed to this end 
were: (1) leveraging from earlier reliable product designs where 
possible, (2) using design reviewsfor new and unproven designs, 
(3) committing to a test-fix-test approach to proving designs, 
(4) using a burn-in program for early production units, and (5) 
choosing participants for the production engineering team from 
among the strongest design team members. 

The test-fix-test and burn-in programs received special atten- 
tion and emphasis from the R&D, manufacturing, and product 
assurance departments. Each required a substantial commit- 
ment of time, material, and equipment resources, and repre- 
sented dedication to a philosophy expressed by David Packard 
in July 1972, when he stated, “Reliability cannot be achieved by 
adhering to detailed specifications. Reliability cannot be 
achieved by formula or analysis. Some of these may help to 
some extent but there is only one road to reliability. Build it, test 
it, and fix the things that go wrong. Repeat the process until the 
desired reliability is achieved.” 

The test process that demanded the largest commitment of 
resources and was most effective in exposing reliability concerns 
during the development phases was strife testing-subjecting a 
product under development to simultaneous stress and life test 
conditions and focusing attention on failures that occur. Stress 
was achieved by operating at extremes of ambient temperature, 
applied voltage, and applied frequency, and by cycling these 
parameters between extremes. The strife test cycle is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

The criterion for successful completion of strife testing was at 
least 12 consecutive cycles with no hard failures. Hard failures 
are those that would require a customer to call a service person 
to return the product to an operating condition, Soft failures, on 
the other hand, are those that require only operator intervention 

. The concern with these was their frequency of 
occurrence under normal operating conditions. 

Soft failures were addressed in another battery of tests referred 
to as media tests, in which large volumes of paper were run 
through the printers. Data was collected on the frequency of 
failures, and iterative design improvements continued until goals 
were achieved. Samples of print output from these tests were 
also collected on a regular basis and examined in detail for print 
quality. 

A third battery of tests was directed exclusively at life testing. 
The biggest concern was printbar life. Life of the printbar was 
measured in terms of the number of impacts the hammers could 
undergo before a failure would occur. These tests began with 
early prototype machines and continued throughout the develop- 
ment and early production phases. The failure mode of most 
concern was wear on the hammer-pole impact surface to the 
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Fig. 1. The strife rest cycle for HP 25631516A Line Printers. 

point where the hammer would no longer be captured against 
the pole face. The design goal was 2 x lo9 impacts and the testing 
of a recent printbar was stopped at 3 x 109 impacts without fail- 
ure. 

Although the combination of strife, media, and life testing was 
central to achieving the aggressive reliability goals for the HP 
256X printer family, additional testing was needed during the 
production ramp-up. Items of concern were (1) second-tier de- 
sign-related problems that may have escaped detection in the 
R&D lab because of the statistically small number of units tested 
in the development phasm, (2) vendor-related problems that 
begin to surface as large quantities of parts appear, and (3) 
workmanship-related problems that surface as newly trained em- 
ployees become involved in the production ramp-up. To address 
these concerns, it was decided that bum-in testing would be 
used for all units. As in development, temperature and power 
cycling were used to attempt to accelerate failure mechanisms. 
During the early production periods, each unit was subjected to 
30 complete cycles of bum-in. Failures that occurred were 
cataloged, prioritized, and addressed in priority sequence. With 
effective and intense action on the problems, component and 
workmanship problems have been eliminated to a point where 
it has been possible to reduce the burn-in cycling to only five 
cycles per unit. This final screening is intended to discover any 
problems that may arise as a result of changes in the design or 
a vendor’s manufacturing process. 

Everett M. Baily 
Reliability Engineer 

Boise Division 

.i . 

l ine printers are based upon a full font print mechanism, 
which means that each impact prints a full character. Such 
printers frequently use a band technology and range in 
speed f rom 300 to 3000 lines per minute, but have the 
drawbacks of poor reliability, l imi ted flexibility, and often 

poor print quality. Dot matrix printers, which offer much  
greater flexibility, multiple font styles and sizes, graphics 
and barcodes, and generally better and more consistent 
print quality, have been previously l imited to 600 lpm 
performance. The introduction of the 900-lpm HP 2566A 
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bas broken this barrier, offering a performance level previ- 
ously not attained by a dot matrix impact line printer. The 
key component in this achievement is a new printbar, a 
product of five years of development. 

Paper motion control at these performance levels is an 
extremely difficult task and represents a second major de- 
sign contribution. A third contribution is the method of 
formatting text and symbols and generating and sequencing 
the corresponding dot images while concurrently control- 
ling the real-time mechanical operations and communicat- 
ing with the host computer system. 

A final objective was to solve a problem that has plagued 

the industry, namely that printers developed by HP and 
others are designed with features that differ from printer 
to printer. Individual printers often require special system 
instructions which are intended to optimize the use of the 
printer's capabilities. Therefore, applications written for 
one printer usually have to be modified to work correctly 
on another printer. The HF' Printer Command Language 
was developed to solve this dilemma. This protocol is used 
by all members of the new printer family. 

The articles on the following pages tell in detail how the 
design objectives were met in the Hp 256X family of line 
printers. 

Dot Matrix Printbar Design and 
Manufacturing 
H new captured-hammer printbar system meets 
performance needs from 300 to 900 lines per minute. 

bv John S. Craven 

HE IDEAL DOT MATRIX PRINTBAR prints dots in 
precise locations, at high speed, with high energy. T It consumes very little power. It is reliable under all 

operating conditions, prints on a wide range of paper stock, 
and is inexpensive. 

In practice, the design of a printbar is a compromise 
among many of these requirements. For example, low input 
energy per dot and high print energy at the paper conflict. 
This article tells how these compromises were made in the 
design of the printbar for the HP 256X family of line printers 
to provide excellent characteristics for print speeds from 
300 to 900 lines per minute. 

t 

Design Fundamentals 
The actuator is a force-balance system; magnetic forces 

are balanced against hammer spring forces. Control of the 
magnefic forces results in &e impact of the hammer with- 
the ribbon to print a dot. 

The system (Fig. 1) consists of a pewanent magnetic 
circuit adjacent to a hammer. The hammer is mounted on 
a surface ground at a slight angle (exaggerated in Fig. 1) 
such that the spring section is deflected by the magnetic 
force until the hammer is captured against the magnetic 
pole faces. As the magnetic force is neutralized by passing 
current through the coils, the hammer is thrown toward 
the paper by the spring €orce. The energy available for 
printing dots is determined by the stiffness of the hammer 
spring and the distance the hammer is cocked by the mag- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . w$mg: 
k:kz.M.ka ........................... 

netic circuit. The cocking distance is the focal point of the 
design. Printers. 

Fig. 1. Hammer actuator system of the HP 2563/5/6A Line 
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maximize hammer fre- 

limited by the flux capacity of the magnetic circuit when 
the hammer is cocked. The magnetic force acts in opposi- 

current is reduced by a flyback circuit, allowing the mag- 
netic force to increase, aiding the hammer's rebound from 

force is greater than the spring farce 
tions. This guarantees that between c 

orce curve must 

the magnetic circuit efficiency to allow the spring force 
line to be raised. 

This technology is being used in a number of product 
applications. The following parameter ranges we delivered 
in production: 

force curve. If the release margin is small (spring force is 
nearly equal to magnetic force), very little current will be 
required, but the system will be very sensitive to manufac- 
turing tolerances and wear. Such variations might cause 
the magnetic force curve (with zero current) to Gross the 
spring force curve, creating a second stable hammer pasi- 
tion at the intersection of the curves. This condition is 
termed bistability, and is considered a failure, since ham- 
mer capture cannot be guaranteed. If the release margin is 
large, current and heat dissipation demands will be high, 

0 
Hammer frequency up to 2.2 

Print force 
Print energy 

7 to 20 newions 
1 millijoule 

mmsxstsuEIxnwRQLrmoy 
carp* .IN m -.ma IN 
MI~CIN~CI .-m-.mmw 
tawmmclar -.imm-.mnxn 
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Fig. 2. Under quiescent condi- 
tions, the printing hammers are 
held against the magnet faces be- 
cause the magnet force exceeds 
the hammer spring force To print 
a dot, the magnet force is neu- 
tralized and the hammer is thrown 



The printbar is modular: coil modules form corebar mod- 
ules which, with a casting, form the corebar. The addition 
of hammer modules completes the printbar. 
Corebar Module. Compactness in the coil module de- 
creases magnetic flux leakage and increases the reliability 
of the coil connections. A laser soldering system terminates 
the very short leads of the coils on a flexible printed circuit 
without overheating the coils. Though it takes up little 
space, the flexible circuit provides electrical isolation from 
the poles and magnets, while the heavy copper in the circuit 
helps dissipate the locally geperated heat. 

Bobbinless coils ensure high heat transfer to the poles, 
but are susceptible to short circuits because the bare wire 
can touch the poles. Isolation from the poles is provided 
by molding the module over core pins shaped to form ridges 
of plastic along the inside of each coil. The poles are shaped 
to touch only the ridges, and not the exposed coil wire. 
Both the coils and the poles are rigidly constrained without 
touching by the ridges and by a high-thermal-conductivity 
adhesive less than 0.1 mm thick between them. 
Corebar Assembly. After assembly of coil modules, poles, 
and rare-earth magnets into the casting, the front surface 
of the corebar is ground to precise form. The shape of the 
corebar surface, which determines the cocking distance, is 
generated by a diamond roll, which shapes the grinding 
wheel. 
Hammer Modules. Each module of 11 hammers is cut from 
a flat steel block in a broaching operation. First the large 
surfaces are shaped to generate the cross sections for the 
springs and heads, and then the individual hammers are 
separated by cutting through the blank. The precision of 
these operations determines the stiffness, flatness, and 
fatigue life of the hammers. The hammer modules are 
ground and lapped to generate the mounting interface so 
critical to uniform cocking distance. An automated drilling 
machine forms countersinks in the hammer heads, which 
receive carbide balls in an automated ball-welding 
machine. The balls are ground into pyramidal styli by a 
grooved grinding wheel, which finishes all the styli on a 
hammer module in two passes. 
Printbar Assembly. The styli must be positioned within 
0.05 mm in two dimensions. The HP 2563A printBar has 
a single row of 33 styli, so the alignment is simple. The 
HP 2565/6A Printers, however, have two interleaved rows 
of 66 styli ewh, which must align when they impact the 
paper. Therefore, the styli are intentionally misaligned 

r 
i ,  
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- when c&d to allow for the curvature of their flight paths. 

Testing 
The flatness and stiffness of the hammer are measured 

together in a special fixture. The hammer module is held 
by its mounting surface to mimic functional mounting. 
Noncontacting capacitance probes are used to measure the 
hammer positions before and after a known mass is lowered 
onto the hammer at the predicted center of magnetic force. 
The kinematics of the hammerhpring system are calculated 
from the measured data. 

Corebar surface geometry is measured by an automated, 
self-calibrating test system, which scans the surface of each 
corebar with multiple sensors to determine the profiles of 

the intersecting planes. The system calculates the angles 
between surfaces and their points of intersection along the 
length of the corebar. The resolution is 0.25 micrometers, 
so the slightest deviations from nominal can be detected 
and displayed graphically for immediate feedback to the 
grinding operator. 

The hammer and corebar surface data allow production 
operators to control the spring force line (Fig. 2). 

Although bare magnets are sample tested accurately, in- 
corebar testing is sometimes necessary to determine the 
cause of performance changes. When the coil in an actuator 
is driven to produce a zero flux reading in a special sensor 
above the pole surface, the effects of the poles and their 
interface with the sensor become negligible. Thus, we can 
get an indication of the strength of the magnet independent 
of the poles by measuring the current required to null the 
flux. With the magnet strength known, the performance of 
the poles alone can be implied from a measurement of the 
flux without current. This indicates, for example, whether 
the case hardening of the poles was done correctly. 

System Periormance 
The interactions of the individual tolerances are evalu- 

ated by an automated test system. This 100% production 
test drives the print actuators and measures position and 
coil current to reconstruct the theoretical curves (Fig. 2). 

Printbars are tested indirectly for only the critical points 
of the curves: the release point, the capture point, and the 
cocking distance (see Fig. 3). The test system gradually 
increases current through the coil under test, lowering the 
magnet force curve until the hammer releases. This release 
current is an indication of the energy required to fire the 
hammer. The test system continues to increase the current 
until the hammer reverses direction because of magnet flux 
reversal. The maximum hammer excursion indicates the 
cocking distance. Then the current is decreased, raising 
the magnet force curve, until the hammer suddenly jumps 
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Fig. 3. Hammer position and magnet coil current during test- 
ing of a hammer for release current, cocking distance, and 
capture current. 
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toward the magnet poles. The current at that point is the 

current is significant because it indicates 
esent state of the actuator, but also its poten- 

s a print actuator wears, metal is removed and 
cocking distance increases. Thespring force curve shifts 

toward the right (Fig. 2) and the force margin decreases. 
Extensive testing has shown that, by a combination of non- 
linear effects, the capture current is a linear function of 
normal wear. After a break-in period, the life of a test bar 
can be predicted far in advance of actual failure. Data from 
such life tests was used to determine the minimum allow- 
able capture current for production printbars to assure a 
life of at least 2 x 10' dots. 

j 

The modularity, size, efficiency, and speed of the ac- 
tuator make it adkptable to a wide range of applications. 
This printbar technology has been incorporated in all mem- 

ing expert for corebars and hammers, and developed the 
fixturing along with Charley Ewert. Charley also developed 
the corebar profile test system. Warren Keller was involved 
in the final debugging of the coil module process. Dale 
Grooms designed fixtures and printbar details and assisted 
with life tests. 

Shuttle System and Packaging of a Low- 
Cost, High-Reliability, 3004pm Line Printer 
by Jeffrey M. Lantz and Ben 6. Tyson 

N DOT MATRIX LINE PRINTERS, the printing device 
(the printbar) oscillates horizontally with a frequency I and displacement determined by the throughput require- 

ments, the number of hammers used, and the number of 
dot rows in the character cell. Designing an oscillatory 

ism for such a printer presents interesting 
problems in dynamics and stress analysis. In the case of 
the HP 2563A Printer, stringent requirements of simplicity 
and reliability guided the design of the shuttle mechanism. 
The printing process requires the printbar to oscillate at a 
frequency of 18 Hz. Oscillation of the printbar with a 
sinusoidal velocity profile was chosen because this type 
of motion is easy to obtain using a spring mass system. 
Operating in a resonant condition minimizes the power 
required to drive the shuttle system. Along with the reduc- 
tion in power comes a reduction in the shuttle driving 
forces, which increases the reliability of the mechanism. 

The printbar shuttle mechanism (Fig. 1) consists of two 
masses (the printbar and counterweight), their mounting 
flexures (E-flexures for the printbar and standard flexures 
for the counterweight), and the electromechanical drive 
(dc motor, crankshaft, and flexible connecting rods). 

The shuttle mechanism operates at resonance with the 
printbar and counterweight inertial forces canceling each 
other. While the printbar resonant system could work with- 
out the counterweight, forces caused by the accelerating 
printbar would be transmitted to the stand or tabletop and 

b r s  of the HP 256X Printer family, Ft i$ 
and graphics 
to six-part fo labels. The fabrication param- 
eters can be adjusted to obtain a range of combinations of 
speed, print force, life, and print gap. 

Acknomments 
uct of a team of design 

and process engineers headed by project leader Bill Robi- 
son. Carl Geleynse developed the stylus weld system. Ralph 
Tenbrink was responsible for hammer and pole process 
development and metallurgy. Horst Lechelt was the grind- 

5 

The actuator design is the 
f 
e _- 

would be unmanageable. The addition of the counter- 
weight, also driven at resonance but 180 degrees out of 
phase with the printbar, balances the inertial forces of the 
printbar (Fig. 2). A small inertial moment is generated, 
however, because the centers of mass of the printbar and 
counterweight are not precisely in line. 

Flexure Stresses Determine Size 
The Counterweight has twice the mass and oscillates at 

one half the displacement of the printbar. This proves 
necessary because space constraints allow counterweight 
flexures of only 108-mm length. With this length and a 
counterweight displacement equal to the printbar's, the 
stress in the flexure would have been too high for a target 
life of lo8 cycles. The equation defining the counterweight 
flexure stress as a function of mass is: 

u,Iu, = n-'I3 

where n is the ratio of the counterweight mass to the 
printbar mass, u1 is the stress for n =  1, and u2 is the stress 
for a mass ratio of n. 

This equation assumes a resonant counterweight, with 
the displacement of the counterweight equal to the dis- 
placement of the printbar divided by n. From Fig. 3, it can 
be seen that the flexure stress for n = 2 is 63% of the stress 
for n = 1. 
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Fig. 1. The shuttle mechanism of 
the HP 2563A Line Printer consists 
of the printbar and counterweight, 
their mounting flexures, and the 
electromechanical drive. flexible 

Fig. 3. Stress ratio versus ratio of counterweight mass to 
printbar mass Stress ratio is the stress in the counterweight 
flexures for a given mass ratio divided by the stress for a 
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Fig. 5. E-flexures reduce crowning The short flexures raise 
the printbar and the long flexure lowers it, and the effects 
tend to cancel. 

F$. 4. Crowning of a flexure: as the flexure is displaced, its 
effective length is shortened. 

proach simplifies the design by requiring only two bearings 
instead of four. The connecting rod material is molded 
around the ball bearing to keep costs low. The bearing is 
placed in the molding tool and glass-filled nylon is injected 
around it. As the plastic cools, it shrinks to constrain the 
bearing tightly (Fig. 1). The bearing and the flexible con- 
necting rod can now be pressed onto the crankshaft. 

Startup Algorithm 

because of the resonant system. Only 10 watts of power is 
required to drive the shuttle system. However, the startup 
torque required is much greater than the running torque. 
To keep the motor small and the electrical drive inexpen- 
s h e ,  a special algorithm is used to start the mechanism During printing, torque and motor current are kept low 

Fig. 6. Crowning of 
E-flexures. 

standard and 
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motor is rotating continuously in the same direction and 
not reversing itself. This startup procedure takes approxi- let Motor Voltage to Start Value I 
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3 Enable Motor 
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Packaging 
The cabinet for the Hp 2563A Printer has to make the 

printer quiet while providing necessary openings for ven- 
tilation and paper input and output. When the printer is 
used on a tabletop, the paper enters through a slot in the 
lower front. When used on the enclosed stand, an alternate 
paper path is provided through the bottom, allowing the 
front slot to be sealed off acoustically. The paper exits the 
back of the printer to move the noise source farther from 
the operator. Possible acoustic leaks between the main 
cover and the access cover are sealed with a gasketed 
tongue-and-groove detail. The print mechanism is isolated 
as much as possible from the electronics (where the heat 
vents are located) to prevent noise generated by the printing 
process from escaping the package. An impeller is added 
to the rotor of the ribbon drive motor to provide the cooling 
needed in the print mechanism. 

Structural foam was chosen for the cabinet material be- 
cause of its strength and acoustic properties. Structural 
foam gave us the ability to mold in fine details like keepers 
for the draw catches, card guides, and cable routing clips. 
The structural integrity of the foam is particularly impor- 
tant, since the hinge/gas-spring mount detail is molded into 
the covers. The main cover and the access cover have the 
hinge pins and holes molded in, eliminating the need for 
a separate hinge and associated mounting hardware. The 
gas spring serves to keep the access cover from slamming 
closed and prevents its being raised to a position that would 
allow it to be removed. 

The operator panel, which is shared by all 256X Printers, 
uses a silicone rubber keypad. Electrical connection is 
made when the conductive pads attached to the bottoms 
of the keys contact the serpentine traces on the underlying 
printed circuit board. A thin membrane at the bottom of 
each key provides the snap action. The bezel is molded in 
a conductive plastic for electrostatic protection. Fig. 7. This starting algorithm allows the use of a smaller 

motor. 

(Fig. 7). Implemented in control processor firmware, the 
algorithm can turn the motor on and off and set the voltage 
supplied to the motor. The firmware requires two bits of 
information: a printbar direction signal from the encoder 
and the sign of the back EMF from'the motor. The encoder 
determines the direction of the printbar motion. The sign 
of the back EMF indicates whether the motor is turning 
clockwise or counterclockwise. 

The firmware initially turns on the motor and senses 
when the direction changes. The first direction change will 
occur because the motor cannot overcome the static torque, 
so the shuttle system, which has started to move, begins 
to return to a static equilibrium condition. As soon as the 
direction changes, the motor is turned off and the back 
EMF read to see if the motor is rotating in the same direction 
or has reversed. If the rotation has reversed, the firmware 
waits for one more direction change and then turns on the 
motor again. This process of pumping more energy into 
the system continues until the back EMF indicates that the 

The top-level assembly time is minimized since the print 
mechanism mounts with only three screws, the major elec- 
tronic parts snap or slide into the base, and the fan is 
sandwiched in place when the cover is installed. 
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Speed Impact Line Printers 
chanical Design of a Family of High- 

by George V. Mcllvaine, Stephen L. Testardi, Daniel D. Wheeler, and Peter Gysling 

MPACT PRINTERS generally have more moving parts 
than other peripheral devices, and the HP 2565A (600 I lpm), and HP 2566A (900 lpm) are no exceptions. They 

are also some of the physically largest products that Hew- 
lett-Packard offers. 

The HP 2565/6A Printers move paper at high speed past 
a bank of 132 interleaved hammers which are mounted on 
a resonant reciprocating printbar. A towel ribbon carrying 
ink passes between the paper and the styli, which are at- 
tached to the hammers. 

Interleaved Hammers 
In conventional serial printers, printwires arranged in a 

vertical line each print o w  horizontal dot row as the print- 
across the page. In a dot matrix line printer, 

the hammers are equally spaced in a horizontal line across 
the width of the page, and each hammer has the function 
of printing all of the dots within its cell. A cell is defined 
as a vertical band of a given width centered about each 
hammer. By reciprocating the hammers across their cells 
and subsequently advancing the paper, each hammer can 
be made to print an entire character. When the cell width 
is equal to the hammer spacing, a dot can be placed any- 
where on the page. Fig. 1 compares the formation of the 
character A by a serial printer and a dot matrix line printer. 

The speed of a dot matrix line printer is limited by both 
the number of hammers and the maximum rate at which 
they can be actuated. Many dot matrix line printers use 
from 33 to 66 hammers to print a standard I3.2-inch-wide 
page, but their speeds have been limited to 600 lines per 
minute (lpm). To achieve print speeds of up to 900 lpm, 
the HP 2565l6A Printers use printbars with 132 hammers 
spaced on 0.1-inch centers. The hammer design requires a 
minimum horizontal spacing of 0.2 inch, but by interleav- 
ing an upper and a lower row of hammers, an effective 
0.1-inch spacing is achieved (Fig. 2). 

Resonant Printbar Dynamics 
One of the primary mechanical requirements of the HP 

2565/6A Printers is a means of reciprocating the printbar 
so that each hammer can print anywhere within its cell. 
This must be done while maintaining a constant hammer- 
to-platen gap within *0.01 mm. Reciprocating a printbar 
becomes more difficult as the mass of the bar and the fre- 
quency and amplitude of reciprocation increase. For the 
HP 2566A to print at 900 lines per minute with graphics 
capability, it is necessary to reciprocate a 3-kg printbar at 

to move in a nearly parallel relationship with each other 
and the print mechanism. The driving force is applied to 
the system through the linear motor, which consists of a 
magnet with an annular air gap. A cylindrical motor coil 
(much like the voice coil of a loudspeaker) is attached to 
the printbar and extends into the air gap. Current flow 
through the coil exerts equal and opposite forces on the 
motor and the printbar. 

The thicknesses of the flexures are selected so that both 
the printbar and linear motor are resonant at the proper 
frequency. Because of the high spring rates involved, ex- 
tremely high forces would be required to drive the system 
at anything other than its res frequency. (A static 
force of 541 newtons would be required to displace the 
print&ar to the outermost bound of a character cell!) To 
minimize drive power requiremerits, the system is driven 
at resonance, with the printbar and linear motor moving 
colinearly and 180 degrees out of phase. If the linear motor 
is tuned to exactly the same frequency as the printbar, the 
the resultant force transmitted to the print mechanism is 

-0 Printwires 

- 0 - 4  
-0-0 -.-**------- 
- o - = O - - o ~ ~  

0- 
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60 Hz, with peak-to-peak amplitudes of at least 0.1 inch. 
The method chosen to accomplish this is shown in Fig. 

2. The printbar is mounted on a pair of leaf springs or 
flexures. A linear motor is mounted on four flexures beside 
the printbar. The flexures constrain the printbar and motor ’ 
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Fig. 3. The towel ribbon IS dewrinkled as it passes over a 
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A- a 1 Drive Mechanism 

In the HP 2565/6A Line Printers, the paper is 
the printbar is changing direction. Based upon the desired print 
speed, the fastest expected hammer speed, and the dynamic 
limitations of the paper drive system, the time available to step 
the paper is 4 ms. A step motor was chosen to drive the paper 
feed tractors because of its accuracy and its adaptability to 
reliable open-loop control. The torque of a step motor varies with 
the position of the rotor and the current in the windings. The 
torque-versus-position relationship is a series of sinusoidal 
curves (Fig. 1). The motor is stepped by switching from one 
torque curve to another. The printer firmwgre does this by turning 
the windings of the motor on and off and changing the current 
to the windings. 

In doing a full step, the motor will overshoot the desired step 
by about 90% of a step and then oscillate about the desired 

position until it finally comes to rest. This ringing effect is charac- 
teristic of step motors and needs to be damped to achieve proper 
paper motion. There are several ways to do this, but one method 
is by giving the motor two half-steps rather than one full step. 
The currents and the timing of the two half-steps are selected 
so that the motor increments one full step very quickly without 
any ringing. 

Step current, hold current, and delay-to-hold are the three 
parameters that make up a step sequence. The step current and 
the hold current determine the peak value of the sinsusoidal step 
torque and the hold torque curves. The delay-to-hold is the time 
between the start of the first half-step and the start of the second 
half-step. 

A computer model of the dynamics of the paper drive system 
was developed and compared with the actual printer. The model 

Fig. 1. Torque versus position for 
the step motor used in the HP 
2565l6A paper drive mechanism. 

Fig. 2. Model of the paper drive 
mechanism. 
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used the Runge-Kutta method to solve the equations that de- 
scribe the paper drive system (Fig. 2). On an early breadboard 
printer, the model and the actual data compared very closely. 
The dot placement accuracy of the breadboard resulted in print 
that was readable but not as good as desired. That performance 
served as the limit for the print quality specification. Input vari- 
ables used by the model were changed to see what effect they 
would have on the paper motion. A subsequent design change 
achieved greater dot placement accuracy. The data from the 
new design matched the predicted behavior from the model fairly 
closely. The final analysis showed the paper motion to be accu- 
rate to k0.0015 inch as shown by both the data and the model 
(see Figs. 3 and 4). 

Peter Gysling 
Development Engineer 

Boise Division 

Fig. 4. Actual paper and encoder positions agree well with 
model data. 
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(continued from page 14) 

Fig. 3, page 14, shows how the propagation of web 
wrinkle is corrected. The ribbon passes over bowed guide 
rods, which substantially dewrinkle the web. The guide 
rods are positioned on both sides of the hammer bank, 
adjacent to the ribbon spools. Because the ribbon reverses 
direction at the end of its travel, the guide rods serve to 

Resonance Search Technique 

The control processor tests and tunes the servo system that 
drives the printbar during power-up or reset to determine the 
resonant frequency of the print mechanism A self-test is first 
executed to check out the print servo system Afailed test reports 
an error to the operater panel and host computer and prevents 
the servo from entering a print ready state A passed test allows 
the print mechanism resonance search process to begin The 
printbar reciprocating frequencies for the two HP 256516A Print- 
ers are different The nominal frequencies are. 40 Hz (HP 2565A) 
and 60 Hz (HP 2566A) Because of unit-to-unit variations, printers 
deviate slightly from these established nominal values, yet each 
print mechanism must be driven at its actual resonant frequency 
Hence, the control processor must be able to determine the 
_minimum-power _ope_rating frequency for the p_arjic_ular printer 
The process of doing this is called tuning 

Tuning begins by forcing the servo system off and then apply- 
ing a short-duration disturbance to emulate an impulse After a 
short delay to permit higher-frequency transients to die out, the 
period of the damped sinusoid response is measured The mea- 
sured frequency constitutes a rough guess that is used as a 
starting point for a subsequent fine-tuhe gradient search over 
neighboring frequencies until the minimum-power operating fre- 
quency has been found This frequency is used until the next 
power-up or reset cycle 

I 

Gary W. Green 
Development Engineer 

Boise Division 

Fig. 4. Power tractor positioning 
of the HP 256516A Line Printers. 

smooth the web both when it is supplied and when it is 
taken up by the spools. Another advantage of the system 
is that the ribbon is dewrinkled before it passes by the 
hammers, which improves print quality and prevents fold- 
ing of the wrinkles when the hammers strike the web. 

The guide rods are bowed by means of two small shims, 
which offset two thin-walled cylinders mounted around a 
stiff inner rod. A shoulder insert supports the tubes in the 
middle of the rod, creating a central crown. The slope of 
the crown was determined empirically to minimize wrin- 
kles in ribbons of varying age. The tubes are electrically 
isolated from each other and also serve as end-of-ribbon 
sensors. When the end of the ribbon is near, a flexible 
aluminum foil patch glued to the ribbon contacts both tubes 
simultaneously and causes the ribbon drive motors to re- 
verse direction. 

Open-Throat Paper Path 
The printer-operator interface is improved by means of 

the open-throat paper path geometry used in the HP 25651 
6A Printers. The print mechanism consists of two major 
assemblies: the lower casting and the swing gate. The lower 
casting contains the tractors, power tractor positioning sys- 
tem, and paper guides. The swing gate includes the 

The swing gate can be swung up out of the way when 
the operator requires unobstructed access to the paper path 
for loading. Because there are four tractors, the waste of 
prenumbered forms can be minimized. When the last form 
in one box has been printed, the form is stopped between 
the upper and lower tractors. Here the top form of the next 
box can be spliced to the previous form for continued print- 
ing. With the swing gate in the up position, the operator 
can also adjust the tractors to the correct width for the form 
being printed. 

The paper path is slightly curved to provide a smooth, 
gradual transition from the lower tractors to the upper trac- 
tors. This characteristic helps minimize the number of 

printbar, linear motor,.and ribban drive system. - -  
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paper jams. 
The optimum paper viewing angle for an operator stand- 

ing at the front of the printer is approximately 30 degrees 
from horizontal. This angle for the upper tractors works 
very well in creating a jam-free exit path for the paper, 
primarily because the paper is being directed at a low 
enough angle to keep it from lifting off the paper guides at 
high paper slew speeds. 

The angle of the lower tractors was chosen with two 
constraints. One was to pull the paper out of the box as 
directly as possible to minimize paper feed problems. The 
second was to keep the angle between the upper and lower 
tractors as small as possible to decrease the chances of 
paper jams in the throat area. 

Power Tractor Positioning 
Because the HP 2565/6A Printers have four tractors, a 

system had to be designed to adjust the tractors for different 
form widths and to position the paper properly in the 
printer while maintaining precise vertical alignment of the 
tractors. This is accomplished by the use of cables, an idler 
mechanism, and a drive motor (Fig. 4). 

The left and right tractor pairs are connected to separate 
figure-eight cable loops. The cables allow independent 
horizontal motion of the left and right pairs while forcing 
the upper and lower tractors in a pair to move together. A 
spring is inserted in each figure-eight loop to provide ten- 

.! 

sion and compensate for any stretching of the cable. T 
drive pulleys are coupled to a reversible motor by a com- 
mon shaft. Each cable is wrapped around its respective 
drive pulley 80 that rotation of the drive motor shaft causes 
the tractor pairs to move. A spring-loaded cable idler mech- 
anism can release the tension on one cable while also ap- 
plying a brake so that the left tractors remain stationary 
while the right tractors move to adjust for form width. Once 
the correct form width has been set, the cable idler and 
brake are released so that all four tractors move together. 

The tractor pairs can be moved in either direction and 
at two different speeds. A fast speed is provided to make 
coarse paper position adjustments, while a slow speed is 
provided for fine adjustments in paper position or horizon- 
tal paper tension. 
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Cost-Effective, Versatile Line Printer 
Electronics and Firmware 
by Philip Gordon, Phillip R. Luque, and Donald K. Wadley 

LECTRICAL DESIGN of the HP 256X family of line 
printers emphasized close coupling between the The main control processor system includes the micro- E electronics and the firmware to meet the cost, flex- processor, firmware ROM, and RAM, along with interrupt 

ibility, and performance objectives. The digital control control, timing, and bus interfacing support electronics. 
electronics consists of the I/O, control processor, and dot The microprocessor components used are the Z80A (HP 
generation logic (DGL) sections. Data passes through the 2563A) and the 8088 (HP 2565A and HP 2566A). All print- 
I/O system, is formatted by the control processor, and is ers share the identical operator panel assembly and manner 
finally converted to properly sequenced dots for the print of use. 
mechanism by the DGL (Fig. 1). 

Each YO interface is a separate printed circuit assembly Processor Firmware 
that consists of not only the specific interface electronics Control processor firmware is divided into logical and 
but also a Z80A microprocessor, firmware ROM, and RAM. physical printer firmware. Logical firmware, written 
This system converts protocol specific information into a primarily in a high-level language, is the personality of the 
universal format expected by the main control processor. printer that is visible to the user and host computer. It 
Interfaces may be exchanged easily without modifying or receives the data and control information from the 110 sys- 
reconfiguring main control processor firmware. Interfaces tem, performs the requisite escape sequence parsing, for- 
available on all HP 256X Printers include RS-232-C, RS- mats this into logical print data lines, and places the result 
422-A, and multipoint serial interfaces, and HP-IB (IEEE in a queue for future printing. The logical firmware, how- 
488), differential, Centronics, and Dataproducts parallel ever, has no knowledge or control over how this formatted 

interfaces. 
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mechanisms in the specific printer. Although the physical 
firmware is nearly identical for the similar HP 2565/6A 
Printers, it is very unlike that of the fundamentally different 

information is ultimately pr 
the physical firmware that accepts the queued print data 
and performs the detailed operations to complete the print- 
ing task. These functions include synchronizing all elec- 
tronic and mechanical systems of the print process, setting 
up the DGL to convert this information into properly se- 
quenced dots, programming the dot position encoding sys- 
tem to ensure correct hammer firing, establishing printbar 
motion requirements, stepping the paper, and so on. The 
physical firmware, written primarily in low-level micro- 
processor instructions, is optimized for the electronics and 

Comparator 

HP 2563A Printer. 
Self-test firmware is also divided within the logical ana 

physical firmware spaces. Self-test structuring, digital 
hardware tests, print pattern tests, and other leveragable 
mechanism-independent functions are about 80% of the 
self-test and are located within the logical firmware. The 
remaining mechanism-dependent functions, such as the 
printbar tuning process (see box, page 17), are placed 

to Hammer Fire 

esistor Fig. 2. HP 2565l6A servo system 
controls printbar mobon and ham- - - mer firing. 

MOSFET 
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Vector Graphics for Dot M 
Printers 

An optional printed circuit assembly, the HP 26061A, gives 
plotter-like vector graphics capability to the HP 256X family of 
dot matrix line printers. This option not only frees the host com- 
puter from computation-intensive vector-to-raster conversion, but 
it also does these conversions much more quickly because it is 
specifically designed for this purpose. 

The heart of the HP 26061A is the pPD 7220 graphics display 
controller (GDC) chip, which can convert single-dot-wide vectors 
into their corresponding pixels at a rate of up to 750,000 pixels 
per second. The GDC sets the pixels in a dynamic RAM bit map. 
Once a graph is completed, the dot image is sent to the HP 
256X DGL (dot generation logic) to be printed at either 70 dpi 
resolution for high speed or 140 dpi resolution for high quality. 
There are two versions of this option; one has a 128K-byte bit 
map and the other has a 512K-byte bit map. The 128K-byte 
version can create a maximum 13.2-by-15.6-inch graph at 70 
dpi, or a 7.3-by-7.1 -inch graph at 140 dpi. The 512K-byte version 
can create a 13.2-by-62.7-inch graph at 70 dpi, or a 13.2-by-15.6- 
inch graph at 140 dpi. Other sizes can be programmed as long 
as the graphs have the same number of pixels. Because the 
GDC is only used to draw single-dot-wide lines, an 8088 micro- 
processor breaks down all the high-level graphics commands 
into single-dot-wide lines. The microprocessor requires 48K 
bytes of assembly language code because of the high level of 
graphics functionality supported. Running in parallel, the GDC 
and the 8088 can convert up to 700 vectors per second. The 
HP 26061A receives vector graphics commands from the host 
in a format that is modeled after the emerging ANSI computer 
graphics metafile standard (dp ANS X3.122, lnformation Process- 
ing Systems Computer Graphics Metafile for the Storage and 
Transfer of Picture Description Information). It supports a high- 
level set of graphics primitives including lines, circles, arcs, poly- 
gons, area fills, markers, and text. A large number of attributes 
may be set to alter the appearance of these graphics primitives. 
These attributes include line width, line style, perimeter width, 

VtCTOR GRAPHICS HEWLETT 
2606 1 A IH PACKARD 

(CIRCLES 6 ARCS1 APPLICATIONS I 
EEEZL 
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Fig. 1. A sample of graphics output from a member of the 
HP 256X family of line printers with the HP 26061A option 
installed (% actual size). 

perimeter style, fill style, and text size, orientation, slant, direction, 
and alignment (see Fig. 1). In addition, the HP 26061A supports 
mapping and scaling transformations and clipping. 

Sharon E. Jones 
Alvin D. Scholten 

Development Engineers 
Boise Division 

within the physical firmware space. 
Logical firmware leverage and ease of system integration 

are the two principal benefits of dividing the control pm- 
cessor firmware in this way. Since the logical firmware i s  
essentially independent of the print mechanism and the 
choice of YO interface, it was quickly and easily transported 
to the different printers of the HP 256X family. This ensures 
feature compatibility between different members of the 
family. 

System integration and conformance testing are the ex- 
tremely important, yet time-consuming tasks that verify 
proper printer operation with a myriad of supported com- 
puter families and system configurations. Once the logical 
firmware has been verified to meet a l l  published specifica- 
tions for one printer, subsequent printers employing the 
same logical firmware can be tested more rapidly but n o  
less exhaustively. 

Dot Generation Logic 
The main control processor does not have the bandwidth 

to convert the ASCII or otherwise coded data into a corre- 
sponding dot image or to sequence these dot images prop- 

er ly for the hammer driving electronics. The state-machine- 
controlled DGL system performs these tasks. The universal 
DGL system needs to  be very low-cost for the HP 2563A 
Printer and high-speed for the HP 2 
DGL systems have historically requ 
of standard TTL components, ours i s  implemented using 
VLSI technology. 

Since a l l  available character fonts are stored in ROM 
adjacent to  the DGL, generation of the proper font dot im- 
ages is  a simple and rapid lookup process. Sequencing and 
ordering these dot images for the hammer driving elec- 
tronics i s  a m u c h  more troublesome task. Although dot 
matr ix impact l ine printers appear to print a single dot row 
at a time, the hammer dr iv ing circuits cannot collectively 
accept simple raster-scan dot data as a video display unit 
does. As the printbar o n  the 132-hammer HP 256516A L ine 
Printers moves from one extreme position to  the other, 
each hammer passes across i ts exclusive 0.1-iDch-wide 
print area. Since this printbar covers 13’.2 inches of paper 
at a maximum dot resolution of 210 dotslinch (dpi) for a 
total  of 2772 dot positions, the first 132 dots pr inted simul- 
taneously are scattered 21 dots apart within the row. The 



? ‘  

c - 

next 132 dots printed simultaneously are still 2 1  dots apart 
but adjacent to the previous ones. Therefore, the printbar, 
viewed as a unit, appears as a group of 132 disjointed raster 
scans. Dot image data must be ordered to compensate for 
this printbar geometry. For today’s versatile line printers 
that provide variable dot resolutions and multiple character 
pitches, and allow character or bar code element pitches 
to change within a print row, the amount of arithmetic and 
control logic needed to perform dot sequencing is substan- 
tial. 

The solution for the HP 25623 family of line printers is 
a smart shift register that acts as both a full line buffer and 
an automatic dot sequencer. This shift register is 2772 bits 
long, one storage cell for every dot that can be placed across 
a print row. It also has 132 output taps spaced every 21 
bits along its length-ne tap for each hammer in the 
printer. The number of storage cells between the taps equals 
the maximum number of dots each hammer can reach and 
print in a pass of the printbar. This shift register accepts 
simple raster-scan data because it precisely complements 
the geometry of the printbar. The DGL easily fills this shift 
register with the entire dot image for the row during the 
nonprinting printbar turnaround time. Then this shift regis- 
ter is clocked once each time the hammers are activated 
to bring the next set of printable dots to the taps. 

The VLSI Solution 
Large standard static shift registers are unsuitable for 

such an application since they are accessed serially and 
no taps are provided. A custom VLSI component is required 
to make this design an economic reality. But since a 132- 
hammer line printer requires as many output taps, a VLSI 
component would immediately encounter a costly packag- 
ing problem. To limit package pins, an integral 132-bit 
parallel-to-serial output shift register (‘Fig. 1) is loaded from 
the taps of the main shift register and is then repeatedly 
clocked to shift this data serially into the hammer driver 
shift register. This output shift register is bidirectional to 
help accommodate the two print motion directions. When 
this VLSI component is used in the 33-hammer HP 2563A 
Printer, a divide-by-four circuit stores every fourth bit from 
the output shift register into the 33-bit hammer driver shift 
register. Proper synchronization guarantees that the other 
99 output bits are discarded. The VLSI component appears 
as the same 2772-bit main shift register with only 33 useful 
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taps now 84 bits apart, with a 33-bit output shift register. 
The HP NMOS-C process was selected for its low cost 

and adaptability to full custom circuit design. Circuit de- 
sign and mask layout were done by HP’s Boise Division, 
while part fabrication is done by the Cupertino IC Division. 
A 2772-bit single-direction main shift register is combined 
with a bidirectional 132-bit output shift register to limit 
package pins to 16. Design expenses and risks were 
minimized because the chip layout is a repetitive series of 
several varieties of shift register cells. Depletion-mode 
FETs, used as pull-up resistors, were made as large as pos- 
sible to reduce power dissipation and permit the use of a 
plastic DIP, but were constrained to be small enough to 
guarantee the minimum operating frequency and econom- 
ical die size. Approximately 24,000 FETs are fabricated on 
a die 3.68 mm by 5.46 mm. The cost of this part is compar- 
able to a RAM, which would otherwise be required for 
storing the row dot image, yet it does much more. 

Variable dot resolution capability was added to the DGL 
to accomodate applications requiring a resolution less than 
the maximum 210 dpi. The distance between the active 
taps in the main shift register must be effectively reduced. 
This is accomplished with additional control logic that 
periodically interrupts the simple filling procedure of the 
main shift register to inject a specific number of dummy 
fill bits. For example, in a 132-hammer printer programmed 
for 140 dpi, 7 dummy fill bits would follow every 14 print- 
able dots passed into the main shift register. This padding 
process ensures that the actual printable bits, isolated in 
groups by the dummy fill bits, are directly beneath the taps 
of the main shift register. The dot position encoding system 
divides the print space into fewer but larger intervals so 
that only these actual printable dots are drawn out through 
the taps and passed to the hammer fire electronics. The 
fill bits are abandoned since they just reach the taps at the 
very completion of the printbar pass. In the HP 256X family 
of line printers, standard 10-pitch characters are printed 
at the default 210 dpi resolution, compressed 16.67-pitch 
characters are printed at 200 dpi resolution, and graphics 
printing is done at both 70 dpi and 140 dpi. The readability 
of optically scanned bar codes is established by the width 
ratio of the narrow and wide bars and spaces, which in 
turn is determined by dot size and dot resolution. For the 
nominal dot size of these printers, special bar code resolu- 
tions of 100 dpi and 110 dpi are used to meet military 
standards. 

Although the DGL control electronics required to fill the 
smart shift register is relatively elementary, this logic was 
placed in a small CMOS gate array to achieve additional 
cost savings and reliability. 

Hammer Driver Circuits 
All HP 256X Printers have very similar circuits to drive 

the print hammers. The hammer driver shift register re- 
ceives serial dot data from the 2772-bit shift register via 
the 132-bit output shift register of the DGL. Once this data 
is loaded, it is clocked into a set of data latches by the FIRE 
signal from the dot position encoder circuitry (Fig. 1). Each 
of these latches drives the base of a Darlington transistor, 
which is connected to a hammer coil. When a transistor is 
energized, current flows through the hammer coil and 
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creates a mawetic field that counteracts the field of the 
hammer's permanent magnet, releasing the hammer to 
print a dot. The fire pulse generation circuitry also provides 
a signal to clear the shift register latch and turn all the 
drive transistors off. This is because the fire pulse circuit 
monitors the very loosely regulated +5OV supply and 
varies the hammer fire signal duration based on the voltage 
level. [If the + 50V supply is relatively high, the hammers 
fire for a shorter time and vice versa). Power Zener diodes 
are used to drain off the energy stored in the hammer coils 
when the Darlington transistors are turned off. 

Printbar Servo Systems 
The servo system in the HP 2565/6A Printers controls 

the sinusoidal motion of the printbar and supplies position 
pulses to the hammer drive circuit (Fig. 2). The velocity 
input for the servo loop is supplied by a sine wave generator 
whose frequency and amplitude are determined by the con- 
trol processor. The processor programs a counter, which 
addresses a ROM containing a digitized sine wave. The 
ROM output goes to a DAC (digital-to-analog converter) to 
produce an analog sine wave. The amplitude of the sine 
wave is established by adjusting the reference input of the 
DAC by means of a secoed DAC, which is also controlled 
by the control processor. The sine wave is compared to the 
signal from a magnetic velocity transducer attached to the 
printbar. The resulting error voltage sets the current level 
for the pair of power MOSFETs that drive the linear motor 
attached to the printbar. The frequency and amplitude of 
the printbar motion can thus be controlled by the control 
processor. A digital signal representing the peak drive level 
is also fed back to the processor so that it can sense the 
resonant frequency of the printbar flexure system [see box, 
page 17). A voltage proportional to the printbar position 
is produced by integrating the velocity signal. As the 
printbar moves, this voltage is compared to a second volt- 
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age, generated by a third UAL controlled by the control 
processor, representing the next dot position. When these 
voltages are equal, a FIRE signal is sent to the hammer drive 
circuit and the DGL is flagged to output the hammer print 
data for the next dot position. 

In the HP 2563A, sinusoidal printbar motion comes by 
virtue of the crankshaft, which is driven by a dc servo 
motor. A servo system maintains a constant motor speed 
of 17.5 revolutions per second, or 28.57 ms per single pass 
of the printbar (Fig. 3). Since uppercase characters are seven 
dot rows high, this establishes a 300 line-per-minute prinl 
speed. The drive circuit for the printbar motor is basicall) 
a variable-voltage power supply. The voltage is determined 
by the control processor through a DAC. Since it can mea- 
sure the printbar reciprocation rate by timing direction 
change interrupts from the position encoder, the processor 
controls the average speed of the motor. However, a 
hardware feedback loop is also used to increase the 
bandwidth of the motor speed control and control the motor 
speed within a single cycle. The motor current is measured 
using a sense resistor, and a voltage proportional to the 
motor current is added to the reference voltage from the 
DAC. This compensates for the voltage drop in the motor 
resistance. 

A linear capacitive encoder is used in the HP 2563A to 
measure the position of the printbar with respect to the 
print mechanism casting [Fig. 4). The encoder includes 
two printed circuit assemblies. One is attached to the cast- 
ing and holds the analog and digital electronics. The other, 
called the pickup plate, has no active circuitry and is at- 
tached to the printbar. A transmitter pattern, consisting of 
five sets of eight fingers, is etched on the back of the active 
encoder printed circuit assembly. The fingers are spaced 
on 0.032-inch centers so that each set of eight fingers spans 
0.256 inch. Each finger of a set is connected to the corre- 
sponding finger of the other sets. The signals to the trans- 
mitter pattern are generated by an 11-MHz clock, which is 
divided by an eight-bit counter. The fifth and eighth bits 
of the counter are used to gate and clock an eight-bit shift 
register. The shift register generates an eight-phase pattern 
of square waves, which are connected to the fingers of the 
transmitter pattern. The printbar pickup plate has four 
etched fingers and is positioned directly over the transmit- 
ter pattern on the encoder board. Since each pickup plate 
finger is 0.128 inch wide and hence spans four fingers of 
the transmitter pattern, each pickup finger capacitively 
sums the output of the four transmitter fingers below it. 
The signals from the pickup fingers are capacitively 
coupled back to the encoder board and are amplified and 
filtered to produce a sine wave whose phase is linearly 
proportional to the position of the printbar with respect to 
the mechanism casting. One cycle of phase shift (360 de- 
grees) represents 0.256 inch of printbar movement. After 
the signal from the pickup plate has been amplified, it is 
used to latch the state of the first two bits of the counter 
into a pair of flip-flops. The latched value, representing 
the least-significant bits of the phase of the output signal 
at that instant of time, is simply the position of the printbar 
in 0.001-inch increments. The flip-flop outputs are inputs 
to a state machine, which generates a direction signal, a 
change-of-direction strobe, and a strobe that is active every 
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time the printbar moves 0.001 inch in any direction. The 
state machine also adds 0.001 inch of hysteresis so that 
the direction signal does not toggle on phase noise, which 
is inevitably present on the pickup plate signal. The outputs 
from the state machine go to the encoder processor (an 
8049) which has 4096 bytes of internal ROM to store both 
program steps and dot resolution tables. The dot resolution 
tables map the 0.001-inch strobe from the state machine 
into the FIRE pulses required to strobe the hammer drive 
circuit for the various HP 2563A print resolutions. The 
encoder processor also monitors the printbar motion and 
adds an offset to the dot tables to compensate for printbar 
travel between the time of hammer activation and the flight 
time to the ribbon and paper. This ensures that the dot 
print positions as the printbar moves from right to left fall 
directly over the print positions as the printbar moves from 
left to right. 

Rfbbon and Paper Step Drive 
The HP 2565/6A ribbon drive moves the 14.5-inch-wide 

towel ribbon from a supply reel to a take-up reel and back 
with controlled velocity and tension. Two series-connected 
motors, each driving one reel, are used. A constant voltage 
is applied across the two motors with a current sink taking 
a constant current from the common node. This current 
controls the ribbon tension. Both motors drive in the same 
direction when moving the ribbon, with the majority of 
the torque supplied by the pulling motor. 

The HP 2563.4 ribbon cartridge uses a continuous 3h- 

inch-wide ribbon pulled horizontally across the printbar. 
A geared shaded-pole induction motor, controlled by an 

SCR, is wound to operate from wvac so mar it can be run 
from the secondary of the power transformer. 

Permanent-magnet step motors are used by all 256X 
Printers for paper motion. The control processor controls 
the phase selection and timing. Each full step from the 
motor advances the paper %Z inch, which is the dot spacing 
for standard print densities. For high-density printing, the 
motor is half-stepped, advancing the paper %44 inch. 
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Printer Command Language Provides 
Feature Set Standard for HP Printers 
by Ernest F. Covelli, Von L. Hansen, and David L. Price 

RINTER COMMAND LANGUAGE (PCL) is a stan- 
dard-language developed-by tcrdefine - - P features and user access to those features. In the past, 

printers developed by HP and other manufacturers were 
designed with features that were different from device to 
device. Each new printer contained features that were tail- 
ored to the printer’s particular mechanism or to a specific 
application. Application programs written for one printer 
often had to be rewritten or modified to work correctly 
with another printer. Each new printer required several 
months or even years of software development to support 
its new features. This proliferation of printers and applica- 
tions created a problem known as the “M by N” problem, 
where M is the number of software applications and N is 
the number of printers. Every time a new printer was intro- 

9 

duced, all M applications required modification to support 
he- printer. Likewise,-ea& new m€tware-application had 
to support N different printers. 

PCL was developed to bring all HP printers under a com- 
mon feature and control structure. The major objectives of 
PCL are to standardize printer features and to standardize 
how features are accessed and implemented. PCL is the 
protocol that addresses the control of printer features by 
user or system application programs. This is the highest 
level of communication between the system and printer. 
PCL does not address the lower levels of the system struc- 
ture, such as driver control, network communications, or 
110 interfaces. 

TI 
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PCL Architecture 
It was determined that no single set of printer features 

could meet the needs of all printer markets. For example, 
to define the standard feature set as a combination of all 
desired features would make the low-cost printer too ex- 
pensive. Likewise, to prohibit advanced features in the PCL 
standard would restrict high-level applications and printer 
markets needing advanced features. The solution was to 
partition the printer market into four major application 
segments: print and space, electronic data processing (EDP) 
and transaction, word processing, and page formatting. PCL 
was then aligned with the four major market segments: 
w Level I 
w Level I1 

Level 111 Word Processing 
w Level IV Page Formatting. 

Each level provides a well-defined set of features that 
address the needs of its respective market. Each PCL level 
is a proper superset of the next lower level, assuring upward 
compatibility. This structure allows applications to be 
leveraged to printers at or above the level for which the 
application was written. Any application written using the 
Level I (print and space) features will format correctly on 
any HP printer. A Level IV (page formatter) printer can run 
any PCL application. 

The features in the PCL levels are designed to meet the 
needs of the four major markets and to be device indepen- 
dent for use with many print engine technologies. Also, 
the PCL structure allows for optional features outside the 
level structure. Optional features provide the flexibility to 
offer a printer-dependent feature or to meet a special market 
application. Examples of optional features include bar 
codes, vector graphics, downloadable fonts, and sheet- 
feeder control. Applications using optional features will 
not work correctly on printers that do not support the op- 
tional features. 

All printers using the PCL architecture must implement 
features identically and in full compliance with a specific 
PCL level or be clear about any exceptions, and must be 
specific about optional features that are outside the level 
structure. 

Print and Space 
EDP and Transaction 

Feature Level Overview 
The print and space feature set level (Level I) is designed 

to meet the needs of a low-cost single-user workstation 
with entry-level functionality. The basic feature required 
for a print and space printer is the ability to print ASCII 
data at 80 characters per line using the normal pitch font 
and 132 characters per line using the compressed pitch 
font. In addition, all PCL printers implement the HP eight- 
bit character set standard, which supports eleven European 
languages. Printer features are accessed by ASCII control 
codes and escape sequences. The control codes supported 
at this level are: line feed, form feed, carriage return, space, 
and shift in and shift out between the primary and second- 
ary fonts. Additional printing features such as automatic 
underline, automatic perforation skip, and raster graphics 
are controlled by escape sequence commands. 

The Level I1 feature set is intended for general-purpose 
applications such as EDP and transaction printing. Printers 
at this level can be single-user or multiuser devices with 
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Table I 

Hewlett-Packard PCL-Compatible Printers 

Print and EDP and Word Page 
Space Transaction Processlng Formatting 

2671 0 258x LaserJe4 Future 
2073A 8-A 2934A 
2674A 2932A 
8290SA 

ThinkJet 

Products 

a wide range of performance requirements. EDP printers 
use a variety of forms and paper sizes, so features added 
in this level give the application control of the paper size, 
text length, and margins. Additional control of character 
placement is provided by a cursor move to any character 
row or column position. 

The Level III feature set is tailored to word processing 
applications, where high-quality text formatting capabili- 
ties are required. Today there are many devices that fit into 
the word processing level. These include the traditional 
daisy wheel and multipass manning head printers, and the 
latest laser and ink-jet printers. Word processing requires 
a variety of print pitches-ten or twelve characters per 
inch, compressed, and proportional-in upright, italic, and 
bold type styles. All available fonts may be mixed in any 
fashion on a page or line. Word processing requires the 
ability to do superscripts, subscripts, and precise character 
positioning for centering and justification of text. 

The page formatting Level IV feature set is tailored to 
office information applications requiring advanced text 
and graphics formatting capabilities. Page formatting fea- 
tures include downloadable fonts, high-quality raster 
graphics, electronic forms, page rotation, a variety of font 
sizes, rectangular area fill patterns, and rules, Electronic 
forms provide a replacement for preprinted forms, which 
require special operator handling and storage. Page rotation 
provides the ability to print either vertically or horizon- 
tally. This additional flexibility is needed to address the 
many types of office applications, such as spreadsheets, 
reports, listings, and documents. Font handling has been 
expanded to include small footnote and large display fonts 
for better document presentation and low-end printing and 
publishing applications. Downloadable fonts give the ap- 
plication control over the fonts in a printer, allowing the 
use of custom and HP-supplied fonts. 

Conclusion 
The PCL is a standard that provides consistency among 

HP printers. The features in the levels address the needs 
of the major market seqments, while allowing optional fea- 
tures for special applications. PCL has been successfully 
implemented on many Kp printers ranging from a worksta- 
tion printer like the ThinkJet Printer to system printers like 
the HP256X family of line printers (see Table I). These PCL 
printers use a wide variety of printing technologies such 
as thermal ink-jet, electrophotography, serial dot matrix, 
and line printer dot matrix. New markets have been opened 
because of PCL’s consistent structure and product offerings. 
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PCL will helD us continue to meet the uresent and future 
printing needs of our customers. e 
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Native Language Support for Computer 
Systems 

Q 
NLS for the HP 3000 and other HP computers provides 
hardware and operating system facilities that make 
application programs easy to translate into other 
languages. 

e 

-. - -  

by Jonathan E. Bale and Harry E. Kellogg 

UPPOSE that someone within your company, but 
in another country where another language is spo- 
ken, has written a very good computer program. You 

would like to provide this program to users in your own 
country, but you know that they will not understand many 
of the conventions or the language of the country in which 
it was written. The program needs to be localized for your 
country before it can be useful there. What kinds of things 
do you need to be concerned about? 

First of all, of course, there is the language. All text that 
is part of the program, such as menus, error messages, a 
help facility, and so on, needs to be translated from the 
original into your native language. But that is not all. There 
are other aspects of the dialogue the program carries on 
with its user that must be considered, such as the format 
in which dates or numbers are entered or displayed. Also, 
internal processing of data, such as sorting and upshifting 
(capitalizing), may need to be localized to meet local con- 
ventions or requirements. 

How easy is it to localize all of these features? It depends 
on how the original program was written. If no thought 
was given to the possibility that the program might be 
localized for another country, then it is likely that error 
messages, the format of dates, and the rules for upshifting, 
for example, are part of the source code of the program. 
The program can be localized only by changing the source, 
that is, by rewriting parts of it. This makes the localized 
version a new program. Not only is it a great deal of work 
to find the appropriate places, decide on and make the 
changes, recompile, link, and retest the new program, but 
this also raises the possibility of introducing new bugs into 
the program, and it-Featly complicates its ~Up~o t t ,_ I_ f  a 
user reports a-bug, doesit get referred to the group that 
wrote the original version of the program, or to the group 
that localized the version being used? 

If some thought was given to the possibility of the pro- 
gram being localized, then it may be considerably easier. 
However the original effort to make the program easy to 
localize may have represented a substantial fraction of the 
total design and programming time. For example, in the 
September 1984 Hewlett-Packard Journal, Wilson and 
Shaw’ describe what the designers of HP office software 
have done to make it possible for other countries to localize 
the software without having to modify any source code. 

So that each application doesn’t have to develop its own 

way of flexibly handling language-dependent features, the 
concept of native language support (NLS) has been de- 
veloped by a number of cooperating Hewlett-Packard divi- 
sions. NLS is an internal set of facilities, both hardware 
and software, that let application programs executing on a 
computer system have a natural local look to a user in any 
country, including local language text and manipulation 
of data according to local usage. NLS is to be distinguished 
from localization, which is an external effort to make an 
application written in one country perform appropriately 
in another. Localization i s  much easier if application pro- 
grams have been written to make use of native language 
supportfacilities. This relationship is summarized in Fig. I. 

The native language support that has been implemented 
recently on several HP computer systems (HP 3000, HP 
1000, f-€P 150) makes software applications easier to 
localize by providing language- or country-dependent in- 
formation, as well as the tools to use this information, as 
part of the computer system itself. NLS is typically part of 
the operating system, but may also be embedded within 
processor hardware or peripherals where appropriate. 

The application programmer uses these facilities in pro- 
gramming the application, at little extra cost compared 
with conventional programming. They serve to separate 
from the program code those aspects of the application that 
vary from one language to another or from one country to 
another. Country Software Centers (or other local groups) 
then localize the application for their own countries and/or 
languages. At this point localization usually requires only 
translation of text (prompts, commands, error messages, 
etc.) into the local language. 

- __ The rest of t h i s a ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  - ._ 

Applications software Who Firmware/QS 
Programmer Programmer Localizer 

Provfdes native 

facilities 
What Uses NLSfeatures Adjusts product as in program code required for local use 

Fig. 1. The boxes show the relationship between native lan- 
guage support, which is provided by the firmware or operafing 
system and used by the applications programmer, and locali- 
zation, which is done by the software localizer. Localization 
is made much easier, and can often be limited to translation 
of text, If native language support features have been used. 
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ROMAN8 CHARACTER SET 
(UsASCII PLUS ROMAN EXTENSION) 

language support and how application programs can use 
them. 

Character Sets 
Support of native languages on Np computers is depen- 

dent on the use of so-called extended (in most cases, 8-bit) 
character sets. The original character set supported by Hew- 
lett-Packard hardware and software was USASCII, a 128- 
member set of characters designed to support American 
English text. Each character within a USASCII-encoded 
stream of data occupies one byte (eight binary digits or 
bits), although the code assignments for these characters 
are densely packed into the range of 0 to 127, which means 
that the value of the high-order (most-significant) binary 
digit is always zero. For this reason, USASCII is referred 
to as a 7-bit code. 

Because an 8-bit byte fundamentally has the ability to 
contain 256 unique values, it is possible to represent 
character sets larger than USASCII within a one-byte encod- 
ing scheme. This is the approach that has now been taken 
within HP for the encoding of characters required by lan- 
guages other than American English. These new character 
sets have the following features: 

Each is a superset of USASCII. Therefore, all USASCII 
characters are available, and have their normal code val- 
ues. 
All new characters (with code values greater than 127) 
are available to serve the needs of non-U.S. languages. 
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Flg. 2 The Roman8 character set 
table. This is the most commonly 
usedof the extendedb-bitcharac- 
ter sets that provide the additional 
characters necessary to support 
languages other than American 
English. 

It is often possible to support multiple languages unam- 
biguously with a single set. This can be of great advantage 
when data is exchanged between countries. 
For native language support, each language to be sup- 

ported is associated with a known 8-bit character set. There 
are currently two such character sets that are widely sup- 
ported by native language support hardware and software: 
Roman8 for Western-European-derived languages (see Fig. 
2), and Kana8 for the support of Katakana, a Japanese syl- 
labary that allows Japanese words to be written phoneti- 
cally rather than with pictographic characters. 

Peripherals and Applications 
Obviously, the support of native languages depends not 

only on the software’s ability to recognize and manipulate 
native language characters, but also on the ability to input 
and output these characters. Most HP terminals, plotters, 
and printers are capable of handling one or more of the 
currently defined 8-bit character sets. 

The use of 8-bit character sets for NLS implies that in 
character data, all bits of every byte have significance. Ap- 
plication software must take care not to tamper with the 
eighth (high-order) bit. For example, it was previously com- 
mon in data communications software to use the eighth 
bit as a parity bit to check for correct transmission of data, 
or in word processing software to use the eighth bit to 
indicate whether a character should be underlined when 
it is printed. Alternative methods must be found to ac- 



complish purposes of this nature. Also, no differentiation 
should be made between characters having the eighth bit 
on and those having it off, because all are characters of 
equal status in an extended character set. 

Languages 
In the recent native language support (NLS) project for 

the HP 3000 Computer, we defined 14 supported languages 
as a part of the W E  operating system (see Fig. 3). Each 
language is identified in the system by a unique language 
name and language number. 

The definition of each of these languages includes a 
number of characteristics of that language. Some of these 
are really language related in the traditional sense, such as 
day and month names and lexical order (collating se- 
quence). Other characteristics associated with a supported 
native language are really country or local custom depen- 
dent, such as currency symbols and date formats. Another 
group of characteristics is data processing oriented-for 
example, the conversion algorithm between the HP 3000’s 
character representation (a superset of ASCII) and the 
EBCDIC used by some other computers. 

Within NLS, all of these characteristics-language re- 
lated, custom dependent, and data processing oriented- 
are considered to be language dependent. All information 
and data manipulation available from NLS are based on 
the application’s choice of a language. Thus, for example, 
NLS maintains not only an English upshifting algorithm, 
but also an English time-of-day format. In the latter case 
“English” may be considered to mean “used in England” 
rather than “of the English language.” 

In some cases, more than one HP supported language 
has been introduced for a single natural language. This is 
done in cases in which there are known differences in one 
or more of the fundamental language characteristics. For 
example, the upshifting of accented vowels is handled dif- 
ferently in French Canada and in France. The French drop 
the accent in the uppercase version; the French Canadians 
do not. We support this difference by providing separate 
languages. 

Conversely, each of the supported languages may be con- 
sidered a language family, potentially usable in multiple 
countries. Thus, the language German is usable in Ger- 
many, Austria, Switzerland, or anywhere else it is desired. 

A list of the characteristics of a supported language is 
shown in Fig. 4. An interesting example, the collating se- 
quence or lexical ordering of a language, is discussed in 
the box on page 30. These characteristics were defined by 

iiEiG5Y the HP 3000 NLS project with t m e l p  of Iips 
Centers in the various countries. Many of them can be 
modified by the user. 

0 

- 

lntrinsics 
NLS provides system library routines, or intrinsics as 

they are called on the HP 3000, to access or to use the 
language-dependent information. Each intrinsic accepts a 
language number parameter in addition to whatever other 
parameters it needs. This language number determines 
which language-dependent information the intrinsic ac- 
cesses and how it works on any data provided. 

An application program can use these intrinsics to re- 
place traditional programming techniques that may be 

o 

biased towards American English usage. For example, to 
upshift a string of characters, a program has traditionally 
subtracted 32 from the code value of each character in the 
range a to z. This is because 32 is exactly the difference in 
the codes of the corresponding uppercase and lowercase 
characters within the ASCII code table. For example, the 
internal code for the character n is 110; for the character 
N it is 78. Such a technique no longer works with the 
character 6 of the Roman8 character set since for historical 
reasons 6 could be placed neither within the range a to z, 
nor at a distance of exactly 32 either from E (for French) 
or from fi (for Canadian French and most other languages 
supported by Roman8). The application instead calls the 
NLSCANMOVE intrinsic, requesting upshifting and passing 
it a language number. NLSCANMOVE passes back a string 
that has been upshifted correctly for the requested lan- 
guage. 

Similarly, instead of calling the old intrinsic FMTDATE to 
format a dateline in the traditional HP 3000 format, an 
application calls NLFMTDATE, which is called in the same 
way except that it takes the extra parameter langnum. 
NLFMTDATE formats the dateline in a language-dependent 
fashion. This call might produce “Sun, Oct 7, 1984, 2:42 
PM” if langnum were 1 (American), but “So 7 Okt 1984, 
14.42” if langnum were 13 (Swedish). 

In addition to the 14 real languages supported by the 
first release of NLS for the HP 3000, a dummy language 
called Native 3000 (language number 0) has also been 
created for backward compatibility. The characteristics of 
Native 3000 may be thought of as “the way it used to work.” 
For example, a request to NLSCANMOVE to upshift for langnum 
0 will affect only the characters a through z and in effect 
subtract 32 from each occurrence. A call to NLFMTDATE with 
langnum 0 will have the same result as a call to the old 
FMTDATE intrinsic. 

Application Message Catalogs 
A localizable program has as one of its characteristics 

the attribute that no text (prompts, commands, messages, 
menus) is stored in the source code. This allows the text 
material to be translated easily (as part of the localization 
step) without modifying the source code. For the NLS proj- 
ect we created a new application message facility with the 
following features, which were felt to be essential for native 
language support: 

Accessible via intrinsics callable from all of the major 
s. so that all tmes of momams 

American 
Canadian French 
Danish 
Dutch 
English 
Finnish 
French 
German 
Italian 
Norwegian 
Portuguese 
Spanish 
Swedish 
Katakana 

Fig. 3. The languages supported by the first release of NLS 
for the HP 3000. 
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Native Language Collating Sequences for Europe 
One of the attributes of languages that varies from one to another 

is the collating sequence or lexical ordering of characters and 
words that may appear in that language. Alphabetical order may 
be considered the starting point for this, but it must be extended 
to take into account numbers, punctuation marks, foreign charac- 
ters, and so on. In that characteristic of a supported native lan- 
guage known as its collating sequence, native language support 
for the HP 3000 is able to provide the accepted dictionary order- 
ing for all of the native languages supported. 

This is a considerable improvement over traditional computer 
collating, which orders characters in the order of their internal 
representation. This happens (not quite by chance) to order the 
English letters A through Z in the correct order, but it does not 
provide collating of lowercase a between A and B, nor does it 
handle such European requirements as the German 13, which is 
ordered in German dictionaries as though it were ss, or Spanish 
words beginning with ch, which are found after all other words 
beginning with c, since ch is treated in Spanish as a single letter 
distinct from c. Nor does it satisfy the requirements of the French 
that the accents on vowels be ignored in collating words, unless 
the words are identical except for accent, in which case a rigid 
order of accent marks is prescribed. 

To handle these and other requirements of supported lan- 
guages, the definition of a collating sequence and the collating 
algorithm provide the following options: 
1. Reordering the collating of characters. For example, a and A 

can be collated between A and B even though their internal 
representations do not lie between A and B. 

2. Two-for-one substitutions. A single character can be collated 
as if it were two characters. For example, the O from German 
is collated for all Roman8 supported languages as though it 
were ss. 

3. One-for-two substitutions. A pair of characters can be collated 
as if they were a single character. For example, in Spanish 
the letter pair ch is collated as if it were a single letter, distinct 
from either c or h, and collating between c and d. 

4. Character priority. This allows differences between two 
characters to be ignored (the two are considered equal), un- 
less all subsequent characters in the strings being compared 
are also equal (or treated as equal), in which case priorities 
assigned to the otherwise equal characters are compared to 
break the tie. The typical use of this option is for case (upper 
versus lower) and accent (vowels with and without) differ- 
ences. For example, for all of the languages supported by 
the Roman8 character set the e vowels (upper or lower case, 
with or without accent) are treated as equal except for priority; 
their priority order is: E e E 6 E i? 

5. "Don't care" characters. It may be appropriate to ignore cer- 
tain characters in comparing strings. The result will be the 
same as if such characters were simply removed from all 
strings containing them. This option is not employed in any 
of the currently supported languages on the HP 3000. How- 
ever, it will be necessary for the definition of some languages 
for which future support is planned. 

e E e.  

One of the principles followed in the definition of native lan- 
guage collating sequences is that, for a given character set, 
every character in that character set may appear in data for any 
language supported by the character set. For example, the 
character B might appear in an American data base, even though, 
strictly speaking, it is not an English letter. This makes practical 
sense, because terminals and printers are implemented to sup- 
port a character set, not a language. Therefore, it is possible for 
any of the characters to get into data. It also makes data process- 
ing sense, because even if a certain character doesn't exist in 
a certain language, it may still occur in names, foreign addresses, 
and so on. It is very useful to be able to address a letter to 
Germany correctly, even when it originates in Italy. 

Another principle followed is that a character that does not 
usually appear in a language should be collated where users of 
that language might be expected to look for it. For example, the 
a3 character, which actually collates after z in Danish and Norwe- 
gian, is collated as if it were ae in all other languages, using the 
two-for-one substitution option. 

Application of these principles to the definition of the collating 
sequence for the Spanish language results in a sample list of 
words being sorted as follows: 

covert 
charro 
forest 
Forster 
Forster 
fortify 
nascent 
naO 
nasty 

In any other Roman8 supported language but Spanish, the 
first two words would be exchanged, but otherwise the order 
would be the same. 

These collating sequence principles are implemented in an 
algorithm in the routine NLCOLLATE, which may be called from 
any program. A program that wants to compare two character 
strings to order them alphabetically in a list such as that above 
would traditionally have used a programming language construct 
like: 

IF stringl <string2, (stringlength) THEN ... 

which is typically compiled to execute a hardware "compare 
bytes" instruction. Such an instruction orders characters only 
according to their internal representation. This can now be re- 
placed by the following call. 

NLCOLLATE (stringl , string2, stringlength, langnum, result); 
IF result < 0 THEN ... 

which performs correctly for whatever the current language 
number happens to be. Considerable effort was invested in op- 
timizing the algorithm that implements this collating sequence, 
so that users of native language collating sequences pay only 
a minimal performance penalty. 

e 

can use it. by a two-layered directory of messages with caching of 
the most recently used portions, so that access of any 
message requires at most two disc reads, and usually 
only one. 
Flexible in meeting the requirements of different lan- 
guages for storing and displaying text, so that realistic 
translations are possible for al l  languages. This is  

1 Efficient in i ts storage of text to minimize the disc space 
used by any particular message catalog. This makes it 
practical for an application to have text available and 
on-line in several languages at one time. 

1 Fast in accessing and displaying text, so that i ts use i s  
not  discouraged by poor response time. This i s  achieved ,. 30 HEWLETT-PACKARD JOURNAL JUNE 1985 
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Language name, number 
Character set 
Character definitions (uppercase, lowercase, numeric, etc.) 
How each character is upshifted 
How each character is downshifted 
EBCDIC conversion tables (to and from) 
Collating sequence table (correct sorting order) 
Decimal delimiter, thousands separator (for numeric formatting) 
Currency sign, abbreviation, and position (for monetary formatting) 
Month names and abbreviations 
Weekday names and abbreviations 
External date format 
External time-of-day format 
External custom (short) date format 
Words for “yes“ and “no“ 
Additional country or language specific information as required 

Fig. 4. Characteristics associated with a supported native 
language. 

achieved with variable-length message records and with 
numerical parameters that allow the variable portions 
of a message (inserted at execution time) to appear in 
any order in the message. 
Easily maintained message sources. A merging of a mas- 
ter and a maintenance message file (such as has long 
been available for compilers of source code) is built into 
the utility program that builds message catalogs. This 
way, when the original language messages change, it is 
easy for the localizer to isolate and translate only the 
changed portions and to recreate a new translated catalog 
quickly. 
An application would use this message catalog facility 

to replace traditional messages hard-coded within the pro- 
gram as follows. Suppose that a Pascal program would 
normally have contained the line: 

WRITELN ( ’The data set ’, datasetname, ’ does not belong’, 
’ to the data base ‘, database-name, I . ‘  ); 

This statement has the effect of writing a line containing 
some constant English text with two variable strings 
(datasetname and database-name) included. To make this 
function language independent, a message catalog is pre- 
pared in which, let us say, in message set 7 is found the 
following message number 23: 

23 The data set 11 does not belong to the data base !2. 

In the program the WRITELN statement shown above is 
simply replaced by: 

f 

and the data set name will appear later. This order allows 
a more natural expression of the message in German. 

Subsystems 
In addition to these modifications to the operating sys- 

tem, NLS for the HP 3000 also modified the most commonly 
used subsystems: the data base manager (Image) and its in- 
quiry processor (Query), the screen handler (VPlus), the 
indexed sequential file manager (KSAM), the file copier 
(FCopy), the sort package (Sort-Merge), and one of the com- 
pilers for the programming language COBOL. 

In Image, certain information inside data bases is linked 
in sorted order based on the value of a field in the data. 
This sorted order may now be that of a native language. 
Image accomplishes this by calling the NLCOLLATE intrinsic 
instead of doing a byte comparison on the fields to be 
compared. In the same way, the Sort and Merge programs, 
and the sorting intrinsics that they and other programs use, 
now call NLCOLLATE to compare character keys of records 
being sorted. 

The screen handler VPlus does built-in edits of user 
input. When asked to check a field for valid numeric input, 
it can now vary its results depending on a language. The 
input “1.234,56” is, for example, perfectly valid if the lan- 
guage is Dutch, but not if it is American. VPlus determines 
this based on the valid decimal indicator and thousands 
separator for the language. 

The file copier FCopy can be requested to translate 
characters from ASCII to EBCDIC (or vice versa) while it 
is copying a file. This is also language sensitive now, since 
FCopy calls the new NLTRANSLATE intrinsic to be sure that 
the translation is into the correct version of EBCDIC, which 
varies from country to country. Previously, FCopy used a 
built-in table based on the American version of EBCDIC 

Appropriate Language 
or “International” 

-1 .- CATREAB (caLinindax, 7, 23, nl-error,,, ,dameLnme,- 
1 databaseJame ); 

where cat index is a pointer, which was returned at the 
beginning of the program when the message catalog was 
opened, and nl-error is a parameter, to which error values 
may be returned if the call is unsuccessful. The German 
version of the same catalog might contain message number 
23 translated as follows: 

23 Die Datenbank !2 enthalt den Datensatz !1 nicht. 

Since the order of the symbols !1 and !Z has been re- 
versed, the data base name will appear first in the message, 

Fig. 5. The multilingual application program, using the 
facilities provided by native language support, can be used 
on the same computer at the same time by users with different 
native languages. 
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only. 
Language-dependent processing in all of these subsys- 

tems, or in any application, can be explicitly requested via 
new commands or keywords. But it can also be triggered 
automatically via one of several types of default languages 
available at any time from the operating system. For exam- 
ple, Query reporting from an Image data base is sensitive 
to the user interface language of the Query user. But Image 
sorted chains depend on the data manipulation language 
associated/with the Image data base. Of course, these vari- 
ous default languages will often be all the same. But other 
examples already exist in the current HP product line in 
which they differ. In HPWord, for example, the distinction 
is maintained between the interface language of the user 
(used for error messages and prompts) and the data lan- 
guage of the document (used, far example, for automatic 
hyphenation). 

The Multilingual Application 
Fig. 5 illustrates a program that has been designed and 

implemented to use the facilities provided by native lan- 
guage support. Such a program can be called g multilingual 
program because it can be used on the same computer at 
the s’ame time by users 
Such an application sel 
on information a b u t  the system, the user, the a 
or the data to be processed. For example, it 
multiple copies available (one per language) of a message 
catalog and a screen forms file. Systematic choices of names 
for the different local versions make it possible for the 
application to open the correct files base 
of the user. 

The application also opens any needed 
files, whioh may or may not depend on 
Text to be displayed is fetched from 
or screen forms file. The appropriate language numbers are 
passed to the various native language i 
functions that are language dependent 
ing or formatting of data exchanged w 
dates, times, and numbers. They also mc 
nipulations such as upshifting, scanning, 
parisons, and sorting. The same program code 
multiple personalities depending on the user 

ronm 
Of course, not all functions that vary from one languagc 

to another or from one country to another are provided by 
HP native language support. For example, tax calculation 
rules are usually country specific (or even more local), and 
rules for word hyphenation are language specific. Func- 
tions such as these are considered to be in the domain of 
the application, and are beyond the scope of NLS (so far). 
Nevertheless, applications that perform such functions 
should implement them in such a way that they are easily 
localized.’ 

Other Systems 
Similar development has recently produced native lan- 

guage support for the HP 1000 and the HP 150 Computers. 
Other projects are under way to provide native language 
support in future generations of computer products, to sup- 
port new languages and character sets, and to support ad- 
ditional characteristics of native languages. 
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